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Russia and the Vikings (800 C.E.-1500 C.E.)
You Mean Russia and the Vikings Are Connected?

Viking Invasions
Source: Marshall Cavendish;  
http://www.marshallcavendishdigital.com/popupimage.php?imageName=WAIP4_v9_a2_fig003t.jpg

The Viking Influence 
on Russia
In the 800s C.E., Vikings began traveling east 
from Scandinavia into the land between the 
Baltic Sea and the Black Sea. These people 
began to settle along the many rivers and live 
with the native Slavs. These settlements 
helped trade routes and cities to develop. 
Over the years, the Vikings integrated with 
the Slavs and were eventually invited to  
govern them. By the end of the 800s C. E., 
Kiev became the central city in Russia. Kiev 
was important because its location made 
it easy to trade to the Black Sea and to 
Constantinople. The development of these 
extensive trade routes allowed Russia to 
grow in size and power. 

Ivan the Great Rejecting Mongol Authority 
Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2b/Ivan_vs_khan.jpg 

Russia and the Byzantine Empire
Over hundreds of years, people from the Byzantine Empire traded and developed alliances with people in the north along 
the trade routes between the Black Sea and Baltic Sea. Byzantine merchants traveled north and traded with the Rus, a group 

Byzantine style Russian church 
Source: wikimedia Commons; http://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Russian_Orthodox_church_in_Hakodate.jpg

of people living in modern day Russia. Also, Eastern Orthodox missionaries 
brought Orthodox Christianity to the area, and it was accepted by Russia and 
much of Eastern Europe. The Rus benefitted greatly from their contact with 
the Byzantine Empire. As contact increased, the Russians adopted aspects 
of Byzantine culture like church architecture, religious art (Mosaics and 
Icons), and saw the creation of the  
Cyrillic alphabet for the Slavic 
languages by St. Cyril. The Rus were 
conquered in the 1200’s by the Mongols, 
and Russia became a part of the largest 
land empire in history. Ivan III, or Ivan the 
Great, a leader of Moscow, challenged 

Mongol rule in the 1400’s and eventually became the leader of an independent Russia 
or Tsar(Czar). As Constantinople became overrun by Turks and other invaders, the 
Tsars pushed for the Patriarch to move from Constantinople to Moscow. This  
migration made Moscow a center for Eastern Orthodox Christianity.  

Key Vocabulary
Slavs: one of a group of peoples in eastern, 
southeastern, and central Europe

Settlements: a small populated place 
where people move and live

Integrated: to mix people, cultures,  
and ideas

Extensive: something that is well developed 
and large

Alliance: groups, people, or nations who 
agree to cooperate to achieve a common goal

Cyrillic alphabet: alphabet developed by  
St. Cyril in order to bring the Bible to the 
Slavic people

Patriarch: an important bishop in the Orthodox 
Christian Church

Migration: to move from one place to another

External: coming from the outside of something

Tsar (Czar): the name of the leader of the  
Russian Empire
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Quick Review

Connection to Today
The influences of the Viking and Byzantine cultures impacted Russia’s 
development and power. Provide and explain 1-2 examples of how 
external influences have had a positive impact on the development of 
the United States or another nation.

Resources
Learn 360
● The Viking Age:  (http://goo.gl/D4YDi)

● Ivan the Great:  (http://goo.gl/VygOg)

● Kievan Rus:  (http://goo.gl/M1Sxw9)

1. Which group of people influenced the architecture of this 
building in Russia?

A. Slavs
B. Vikings
C. Muslims
D. Byzantines

4. Explain 2-3 things that might have happened to Russia if the Vikings 
and the Byzantines had not explored and settled in Russia.

2. Which leader best completes the center of the diagram (above)? 
A. St. Cyril 
B. Ivan the Great
C. Justinian
D. Eric the Red

3.

Church in Russia 
Source: Wikimedia Commons; http://
upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com-
mons/7/74/Savior-on-Blood_draft%2C_
Victor_Shroeter_%281%29.jpg

What factor allowed the Vikings to have a lot 
of influence on Russia?
A. advanced technology
B. extensive trade routes
C. strong Christian religion
D. easy to understand language


